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Abstract—Machine computation of semantic similarity 

between short texts aims to approximate human measurements 

of similarity, often influenced by context, domain knowledge, 

and life experiences. Logical negation in natural language plays 

an important role as it can change the polarity of meaning 

within a sentence, yet it is a complex problem for semantic 

similarity measures to identify and measure. This paper 

investigates the impact of logical negation on determining fuzzy 

semantic similarity between short texts containing fuzzy words. 

A methodology is proposed to interpret the implications of a 

negation word on a fuzzy word within the context of a user 

utterance. Three known fuzzy logical not operators proposed by 

Zadeh, Yager and Sugeno are incorporated into a fuzzy 

semantic similarity measure called FUSE. Experiments are 

conducted on a sample dataset of short text inputs captured 

through human engagement with a dialogue system. Results 

show that Yager's weighted operator is the most suitable for 

achieving a matching threshold of 90.47% accuracy. This 

finding has significant implications for the field of semantic 

similarity measures. It provides a more accurate way to measure 

the similarity of short texts that contain fuzzy words combined 

with logical negation. Whilst validation of the approach on more 

substantial datasets is required, this study contributes to a 

better understanding of how to account for logical negation in 

fuzzy semantic similarity measures and provides a valuable 

methodology for future research in this area. 

Keywords— fuzzy semantic similarity, logical negation, 

FUSE, natural language processing 

I. INTRODUCTION

Negation is a complex concept in human language which 
has a rich history that was first collated by Horn [1] as 
stemming from Aristotle. The Cambridge Dictionary 
describes negation as “the action of causing something to not 
exist or to have no effect” [2] and “the exact opposite of 
something, or a complete lack of it” [2]. Morante and Blanco 
[3] summarise that from a linguistics point of view, negation
has both a scope and focus. The scope is defined as part of the
meaning in a language structure, whereas the focus is “the part
of the scope that is most prominently or explicitly negated”
[2]. A summary of recent advances of negation in linguistics
can be found here [3, 4, 5].

Logical negation in natural language plays an important 
role as it can often change the polarity of a sentence from a 
positive one to a negative one and vice versa [6]. For example, 
given the two sentences S1 and S2: 

S1: [This food was really worth waiting for] 

S2: [This food was really not worth waiting for] 

Both S1 and S2 have the same number of words in the same 
order with the only difference being the presence of the word 
‘not’ in S2 before the word worth which completely changes 
the polarity of S2 from a positive experience to a negative one. 
On the other hand, referring to the following two sentences S3 
and S4: 

S3: [The season finale was predictable] 

S4: [The season finale was unpredictable] 

Here, S3 has a negative meaning in the context of a show 
having a predictable ending, but S4 (again same number of 
words in the same order) with the presence of the prefix ‘un’ 
takes this negative experience and turns it into something 
positive in the context, that the season finale of the show was 
actually unpredictable, meaning it was exciting and amusing. 
The use of a fuzzy complement operator has not been 
considered specifically within the field of Short Text Semantic 
Similarity Measures (STSM), yet it is an important concept as 
illustrated by the two examples ([S1, S2] and [S3, S4]).  

A known challenge in the field of semantic sentence 
similarity is the inability of traditional STSM to capture the 
meaning of fuzzy words. A fuzzy word can be defined as a 
natural language word with a subjective meaning [7]; e.g., 
huge, small, hot and cold, that is characteristically used in 
everyday human natural language dialogue [7]. Fuzzy words 
are often ambiguous in meaning since they are based on an 
individual’s perception of a specific context. To date, two 
fuzzy STSM have been developed, FAST [8] and FUSE [7] 
but neither has attempted to address the measurement of 
negation in associated fuzzy words when computing the 
similarity of short texts, nor assess the impact on the 
correlation of the similarity measurement with respect to 
human ratings.  



The impact of negation on the measurement of the 
similarity of short texts was only fully understood after the 
integration of the FUSE algorithm into a dialogue system (DS) 
[9]. In [9], FUSE was incorporated into a simple linear DS 
designed to provide consumer feedback on a cafe visit. In this 
study, 32 participants answered nine free-form text questions 
giving a total of 288 human responses. These responses were 
compared with the six prototypical sentences for each of the 
nine fuzzy categories generating a dataset of 1728 sentence 
pairs. Whilst FUSE generally performed well, obtaining a true 
positive matching rate of 87.5% of human utterances, it was 
found that fuzzy matching of user utterances that contained 
negative connotations with dialogue system prototypical 
responses were poor. Further empirical experiments (in a 
forthcoming publication) with two other dialogue systems 
provided evidence that the implication of negation words did 
not impact the fuzzy semantic similarity score. The motivation 
of this study is to investigate how traditional fuzzy negations 
can be applied in the context of natural language semantic 
understanding when comparing STSM.  

In this paper, we present the results of a preliminary 
investigation into the use of fuzzy complement operators 
within FUSE. The key contributions of this work are a 
methodology to measure the effect of fuzzy semantic 
similarity of a negation word on a connecting fuzzy word 
within a human utterance when computing fuzzy short text 
semantic similarity. A further contribution is the inclusion of 
the method within the FUSE algorithm where it is verified on 
human utterances captured within a dialogue system. 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II 
provides background on semantic similarity measures and a 
brief review of relevant fuzzy negation operators. Section III 
defines the problem of interpreting and understanding 
negation in the context of fuzzy semantic similarity measures. 
Section IV describes the experimental methodology and 
empirical results on a dataset of human utterances. Finally, 
Section V presents the conclusions and future work. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

A. Semantic and  Fuzzy Semantic Similarity Measures

Short Text Semantic Similarity Measures (STSM) are
used to quantify the degree to which short texts (25 - 30 words 
in length) are semantically equivalent to each other in 
correlation to subjective evaluation by humans [10]. Semantic 
similarity is, therefore, a complex concept with a long history 
in cognitive psychology and linguistics [11], which can 
analyse the deep semantic structure of a short text to convey 
meaning. Semantic similarity methods usually give a ranking 
or percentage of similarity between texts as opposed to a 
binary decision [12]. The task of assessing the semantic 
similarity between short texts has been a central problem in 
natural language processing, due to its importance in a variety 
of applications [13]. 

FUSE is an ontology-based similarity measure that uses 
Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Sets to model relationships between 
categories of human perception-based words. Several versions 
of FUSE (FUSE_1.0 – FUSE_4.0) have been developed, 
investigating the presence of linguistic hedges, the expansion 

of fuzzy categories and their use in natural language, and the 
introduction of the fuzzy influence factor [14, 15, 16]. FUSE 
has been compared to several state-of-the-art, STSM which do 
not consider the presence of fuzzy words in the similarity 
calculation. Results have shown FUSE is able to improve on 
the limitations of crisp STSM by achieving a higher 
correlation with the Average Human Rating (AHR) compared 
to traditional Sentence Similarity Measures (SSM) using 
several published and gold-standard datasets.  The full FUSE 
algorithm can be found in [16] along with a fuzzy dictionary 
comprising of nine fuzzy categories (Size/Distance, 
Temperature, Brightness, Age, Speed, Strength, Frequency, 
Level of Membership, and Worth) of fuzzy words. In the 
research presented in this paper, a variation to the FUSE 
similarity measure is proposed, to assess the impact of 
negation on fuzzy words when computing similarity. 
Empirical experiments are then used to investigate a series of 
fuzzy negation operators on the measurement of similarity.  

B. Logical Not operators

One of the key challenges when processing human
language is negation identification. Sergeeva et al. [17] 
proposed a feature-heavy long short-term memory network 
(LSTM) based model for negation scope detection in 
biomedical texts to examine the dependency on the use of 
negation connotations on a series of reported medical events 
within the same text. Pabon et al. [18] also adopted a deep 
learning approach to negation and uncertainty detection in 
Spanish clinical texts. Within sentiment analysis [19], 
negation is often handled through recognition of negation 
trigger words such as ‘not’ that reverses the polarity of words 
in its vicinity or through a process of classification, to detect 
positive or negative words or emojis. Pradhan et al. [19] 
utilises a hybrid polarity shift (negation) detection approach 
for aspect-based sentiment analysis to investigate viewpoints 
of customers about similar products which obtained good 
results compared with the state of the art. Lal and Kamath [20] 
provided an approach to handle sentiment negation using 
synsets in the WordNet lexical database. Novak [21] first 
introduced the concept of Fuzzy Natural Logic (FNL) to 
produce a model of linguistic semantics which went on to 
introduce a mechanism to deal with the linguistic vagueness 
of evaluative expressions [22]. A notable contribution of this 
work is in the proof-of-concept creation of an ontology of 
evaluative expressions for computational applications. 

Fuzzy negations or fuzzy complements were first 
introduced by Zadeh [23]. Ferri et al. [24] highlighted the 
challenge of fuzzy negation in the realm of natural language, 
human interpretation and common sense, understanding 
complements may not be plausible. Ferri et al. [24] gave the 
example of membership functions ‘old’ and ‘very-old’ within 
the context of age [0-130], where ‘old’ was defined using a 
triangular membership function within the fuzzy subset of age 
[72-96] where the age of 84 had a membership grade in ‘old’ 
with a degree of 1. Producing the fuzzy set ‘not-old’ would 
yield a fuzzy set which considers all other ages across the 
domain, yet in a human language discussion concerning 
babies, it would be very unlikely a baby would be referred to 
in a conversation as ‘not-old’. Thus Ferri [24] argues that 



fuzzy complements contain limited meaning in the part of the 
domain where the grade of membership is 1.  

The original complement operator introduced by Zadeh is 
defined by taking one minus the membership value at each 
point, along the truth function, with no additional parameters 
needed as shown in eq. 1. Since the complement of a fuzzy set 
is often used as a new fuzzy region in a model, the 
‘complement’ or ‘negation’ is produced by creating and 
populating a new fuzzy set [23]. 

~����� � �1 	 ��� (1) 

Several methods have also been proposed on how to apply 
fuzzy complements within fuzzy systems. These include the 
historically popular Sugeno [25] and Yager [26] 
complements. The Sugeno complement takes a class 
parameter that determines the strength of the negation. The 
Sugeno class is defined in eq. 2 [27]:   
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In this case, the class parameters are in the range [-1, ∞]. 
When k = 0 the Sugeno complement has the desirable property 
of becoming the standard Zadeh complement [23]. Yager 
defines an alternative form of the fuzzy complement having a 
power function as defined in eq. 3 [27]:   
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where the class function k is generally in the range [>0, <5]. 
The class function performs the standard Zadeh complement 
(which is found when k = 1). The class membership in the 
Yager complement provides a convenient and flexible method 
of adjusting the strength of the fuzzy ‘not’ operator. For the 
endpoint conditions of zero and one, the Yager complement, 
regardless of the class strength parameter, always acts like the 
standard Zadeh complement [23]. A summary of fuzzy 
complement measures can be found in [28]. 

III. PROBLEM DETERMINATION 

To test the ability of the FUSE measure to deal with real-
world human utterances, a dialogue system (DS) was designed 
called FUSION_V1. FUSE was incorporated to measure the 
similarity of human responses to sets of question-specific 
prototypical sentences, thus alleviating the need for 
cumbersome pattern-matching approaches [9]. Human 
participants were invited to take part in an observation 
scenario and answer a set of questions designed to capture 
answers relating to each of the nine fuzzy categories. The 
scenario was based on the participant attending a local cafe 
and ordering a drink of their choice and sitting down and 
observing their surroundings for a few minutes. After this, 
FUSION_V1 DS asked each participant nine questions, one 
question per fuzzy category, and participants typed their 
answers into the dialogue system. Each of the nine fuzzy 
questions had three pairs of prototypical sentences broken 
down into thresholds of high, medium, and low. Fig. 1 shows 
an example of one of the fuzzy questions relating to the cafe 

scenario dialogue system and the three thresholds, with two 
sentence pairs in each threshold. The values that determined 
the threshold differ per category as explained in [9]. [9] further 
describes how the participant utterances were collected and 
run with both FUSE and a traditional STSM known as 
STASIS [29] embedded within FUSION_V1. During analysis 
of the results, it was noted that both FUSE and STASIS did 
not manage to give a correct similarity measurement with 
sentences that presented logical negation values such as ‘not’ 
when compared to human ratings. Table I shows one of the 
responses containing the word ‘not’ that did not return a 
similarity to the correct threshold. Originally the sentence 
‘The light level of the cafe is not bright’ which was a response 
from a participant under the FUSION_V1 experiment [9], 
scored the highest similarity rating with the sentence ‘The cafe 
was light’. Table I shows that this sentence matched the high 
threshold for this category. However, due to the presence of 
the negation word ‘not’ in the participants’ sentence, it 
actually means the cafe is not bright and optimal results would 
be to score similarity with the low threshold sentences (The 
cafe was moonlit or The cafe was lightless). 

To address the presence of logical negation in fuzzy 
sentences it was required to formulate a methodology to 
correctly interpret the implications of a negation word on a 
fuzzy word within the context of a user utterance. Therefore, 
a preliminary experiment was conducted on the 
aforementioned sample sentence ‘The light level of the cafe is 
not bright’ and the six prototypical sentences assigned to this 
question as shown in Table II to investigate the inclusion of 
the theoretical fuzzy complement operators using the FUSE 
similarity calculation. Table II shows the participant responses 
in the second column (Sentence 1), the six threshold sentences 
for the Brightness category in column three (Sentence 2), and 
the (Threshold) column indicates which threshold each 
sentence within the Sentence 2 column belongs to (High, 
Medium or Low). To determine which method provided the 

Fig. 1 Sample Question and Associated Prototypical Sentences 

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF INCORRECT SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT 

IN FUSE  



best results in terms of the highest correlation to human ratings 
a short experiment was conducted to test the three measures 
of Zadeh [23], Sugeno [25], and Yager [26] as defined in 
Section II. For example, the class membership in the Yager 
complement provides a convenient and flexible method of 
adjusting the strength (class parameters) of the fuzzy ‘not’ 
operator. Klir [27] suggests using the following class strengths 
for Sugeno [k = 10, k = 2, k = 0, k = -0.5, k = -0.9] and the 
following class strengths Yager [k = 0.5, k = 1, k = 2, k = 5] to 
assess the impact of the application of different strengths of 
negation with the class parameters being in the range of 

[-1, ∞].  

IV. EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATIONS

This section explores three logical negation operators 
proposed by Zadeh [23], Sugeno [25], and Yager [26] which 
are embedded into the FUSE algorithm. A preliminary 
experiment is used to explore these operators and investigate 
a range of weights (if applicable) to determine the effects on 
the measurement of short text similarity. The most promising 
operator is then selected, embedded within the FUSE 
algorithm and evaluated on a real-world Fuzzy Not Dataset 
(FND) which has been formulated via human engagement 
using a fuzzy dialogue system.   

A. Preliminary experiment

To carry out this preliminary experiment a dataset of six
sentences was created using the sentence pairs shown in 
Table II. The optimum results for this particular sentence 
‘The light level of the cafe is not bright’ would be for the 
similarity to fall in the Low threshold and have a similarity 
with the prototypical sentence ‘The cafe was lightless’. Table 
III shows the results of the experiment conducted on the six 
sentence pairs from Table II presented on a scale of [0, 1]. 
The column labelled Original shows the similarity levels 
returned for each sentence pair in Table II using FUSE 
without running any negation parameters. The values 
highlighted in yellow for each column represent the highest 
similarity score for that class parameter (Zadeh, Sugeno, 
Yager) and the prototypical sentence that it matched against. 
The original defuzzified value for the word bright is (0.57) in 
the FUSE fuzzy dictionary. Using the Yager class (k = 0.5) 
the word ‘not bright’ is given a measure of (-0.8799) and the 
highest similarity is achieved with SP6, as seen in Table III, 
highlighted in pink. This was the prototypical sentence that 
was the ideal sentence to be matched against with a similarity 
rating of (0.9277). Therefore, the Yager class with a strength 
of (k = 0.5) was used with FUSE to carry out the next phase 
of the experiment involving human responses containing the 
logical not operator. The authors acknowledge that further 
extensive experimentation would be required on a wide range 
of datasets to validate whether (k = 0.5) was the sub-optimal 
generalised value. 

B. Formulation of a Fuzzy Not Dataset

Datasets for the evaluation of fuzzy semantic similarity
measures are limited [9]. Since no data sets specifically 
containing significant proportions of logical negation phrases 

or words such as ‘not’ exist, the proposed method could not 
be tested effectively with FUSE. Therefore, a second 
dialogue system referred to as FUSION_V2 consisting of 18 
fuzzy questions, two questions representing each of the nine 
fuzzy categories (Size/Distance, Temperature, Brightness, 
Age, Speed, Strength, Frequency, Level of Membership, 
Worth) [16] was designed. Due to the COVID-19 global 
pandemic and the implications of shutting down many 
universities and offices, people were forced to work from 
home (WFH) on very short notice. This in turn involved 
certain alterations that had to be made to people’s homes and 
working habits to allow these new adjustments to their 
working conditions. Therefore, the FUSION_V2 DS was 
designed around this scenario to ask participants questions 
relating to their WFH conditions. A detailed description of 
FUSION_V2, in-depth analysis and results are the subject of 
a forthcoming journal publication. To effectively test the 
functionality of the fuzzy logical negation in the FUSE 
algorithm, the participant results from both FUSION_V1 and 
FUSION_V2 that contained the word ‘not’, followed 
immediately by a fuzzy word present in the fuzzy dictionary 
[16] were collated comprising of 21 human responses from
both the Cafe scenario and the WFH scenario, as shown in
Table IV. Each of the 21 human responses was aligned with
the six prototypical sentences for that given question giving a
total of 126 sentence pairs referred to as the Fuzzy Not
Dataset (FND). To effectively test the logical negation
implemented in the FUSE algorithm, FND was run firstly

TABLE II. BRIGHTNESS CATEGORY SENTENCE THRESHOLDS 

TABLE III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF FUZZY 

NEGATION OPERATORS 



with FUSE without logical negation, referred to as (FUSE 
without NOT) and then using FUSE with logical negation, 
referred to as (FUSE with NOT), using the Yager class with 
a strength of (k = 0.5) [26]. To compare fuzzy sentence 
similarity measures, FND was also run with STASIS [29] 
which does not cater for any fuzzy words or logical negation. 

To calculate the fuzzy logical negation values, present in 
the 21 human responses of FND, for any fuzzy words that had 
the word ‘not’ present immediately before them, the 
defuzzified value for the fuzzy word present in the human 
response was obtained from the FUSE fuzzy dictionary [16] 
and using the Yager class with a strength of (k = 0.5) the fuzzy 
logical negation value was obtained. For example, the word 
‘dazzling’ present in HR 5, as shown in Table IV, (had a 
rating of 0.6) belonging to the Brightness category, and the 
user response of ‘not dazzling’ (will have a rating of -0.8984). 

C. Experimental Results and Discussion

FND was run with STASIS, FUSE without NOT and
FUSE with NOT for the 126 sentence pairs. The results 
showed that from the 21 human utterances used in FND, 
FUSE with NOT had a total of 19 human responses returning 
a similarity that matched with the correct threshold, giving an 
accuracy of 90.47%. Tables IV–VII show examples of four 
human responses with the columns Human Responses 
representing the sentence given by the human participant, 
Prototypical Sentence column which represents the six 
prototypical sentences based on the question asked by the 
dialogue system, and the three columns of STASIS, FUSE 
without NOT and FUSE with NOT representing the sentence 
similarity measures which are being used to return a similarity 
score per sentence pair. Where there is a column highlighted 
in red, it is showing the original threshold that each sentence 
pair scored the highest similarity when run with STASIS and 
FUSE without NOT. Where there is a column highlighted in 
blue it is showing the correct threshold that each sentence pair 
scored the highest similarity when run with FUSE with NOT. 
Looking at Table IV in more detail, the human response states 
that ‘Lighting’s relatively good, not bright’. The presence of 
the word ‘not’ before the fuzzy word ‘bright’ indicates that the 
lighting is in fact relatively dim. STASIS and FUSE without 
NOT returned a similarity which fell in the high threshold due 

to the presence of the word ‘bright’ in the human response 
being matched to the word ‘bright’ in the prototypical 
sentence, since STASIS and FUSE without NOT do not cater 

TABLE VIII. 21 HUMAN RESPONSES FROM CAFE SCENARIO AND 

WFH SCENARIO 

TABLE IV. HR 4 RESULTS (YAGER CLASS K = 0.5) 

TABLE V. HR 5 RESULTS (YAGER CLASS K = 0.5) 

TABLE VI. HR 13 RESULTS (YAGER CLASS K = 0.5) 

TABLE VII. HR 16 RESULTS (YAGER CLASS K = 0.5) 



for the presence of the word ‘not’ which would inverse the 
meaning of ‘bright’. On the other hand, it can be seen that the 
FUSE with NOT column returned a similarity which fell in 
the low threshold matching the word ‘not bright’ to ‘lightless’. 
Two of the human responses did not fall in the desired 
threshold as shown in Tables VIII and IX. Looking at Table 
IX in more detail, the human response ‘The lighting is alright 
it’s not bright nor dim. Sometimes, I open the blinds during 
the day and get some sunlight.’ uses a lot of descriptive words 
in a combination that would potentially fall in the middle 
threshold, coupled with the presence of the logical operator 
with the word ‘not bright’ causing confusion for the 
algorithm. This could be the reason why it did not match with 
the correct threshold even when run with FUSE with NOT.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The work presented in this paper has shown that firstly the 
presence of logical negation in fuzzy sentences poses a 
challenge for fuzzy SSM in correctly interpreting the 
implications of a negation word in user utterances. To address 
this issue, the paper proposed a methodology to correctly 
interpret the effects of a negation word on a fuzzy word in the 
context of a user utterance. A preliminary experiment was 
conducted to explore three logical negation operators 
proposed by Zadeh, Sugeno, and Yager, which were 
embedded into the FUSE algorithm to determine the effects 

on the measurement of short text similarity. The Yager class 
with a strength of (k = 0.5) was found to be the most promising 
operator and was used with FUSE to carry out an evaluation 
on a real-world Fuzzy Not Dataset. It must be reiterated that 
extensive testing should be made before deciding the most 
appropriate measure and the Yager class with a strength of (k 
= 0.5) was only chosen to proceed with the experiments as a 
proof of concept. To validate the approach, further rigorous 
experimentation needs to be undertaken on datasets that 
specifically have a good representative sample of fuzzy 
negation words. Secondly, optimisation of k, (or other class 
parameters) should be determined and tested for 
generalisation. This study demonstrates the potential of FUSE 
for use in real-world applications and highlights the 
importance of considering the effects of logical negation in 
fuzzy sentences. 

Further work in this area can include expanding the FUSE 
algorithm to handle more complex linguistic structures 
beyond simple negation. At present FUSE addresses ‘not’ 
only when it is immediately present before a fuzzy word (i.e., 
not bright). Further work could involve catering for ‘not’ and 
similar negation values anywhere in the sentence and not just 
directly before a fuzzy word (i.e., I do not want a large drink) 
where large is the fuzzy word in the sentence. Datasets used 
by the NLP community often do not have sufficient logical 
operators combined with fuzzy words to allow for rigorous 
testing of a fuzzy SSM. Therefore, one of the challenges 
would be specific datasets that may need to be created or 
curated from existing ones. Future research can investigate the 
application of FUSE in various domains beyond dialogue 
systems, such as document retrieval and sentiment analysis. 
Another potential avenue of exploration is the incorporation 
of FUSE into machine learning models to improve their 
performance on tasks that involve fuzzy matching. 
Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate the 
performance of FUSE in multilingual scenarios, as different 
languages may have different rules for handling fuzzy 
concepts. Overall, the results of this study suggest that FUSE 
can be a valuable tool for measuring similarity in human 
utterances and has the potential to be a useful addition to 
natural language processing applications. 
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